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Abstract
Lukenge Kamya Richard
Graduate School of Design
Seoul National University
Most of the design products on today’s global market, are increasingly
becoming more identical in form than before. Without closely looking at brand
logos, which also sometimes look similar form-wise, it is becoming so
difficult to tell the difference between some product lines. In an attempt to
counter the increasing product identity loss, traditional cultural aspects such
as symbols, patterns, among others can offer a special character that can be
incorporated into product design in order to create product forms that can
enjoy a sense of uniqueness.
This research project intended to explore the meaning of “Adrinkra”
West African symbols alongside some Korean symbols, translate and extract
some features, analyze and suggest how they can transform into product-form
designs that can address taste of contemporary market.
Therefore, the project attempted to demonstrate how, by interrogating
the original meaning or by creation of new meaning out of these traditional
cultural symbols can result into a special language of design that is not only
contemporary, but with an embodiment of deep traditional cultural identity
that can help preserve history and heritage while serving the current global
design demands.
Through an analysis of semiotics theory and product form design, this
project focused on developing a series of furniture products based on Several
“Adinkra” alongside some Korean traditional symbols which were identified
upon their popularity. Symbolic and literal meanings, proverbial-expressions
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and Socio-cultural contexts were further investigated towards identifying
product design possibilities.
Keywords: Product form, Semiotics, Product identity, Traditional symbols
Student Number: 2017-24652
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview
This chapter covers the background information about this research
project, the rationale, or justification of the project, research question, and
the relevance of the project.
1.2. The Background
Symbols are objects, characters, or other concrete representations of
ideas, concepts or other abstractions. According to Heider (2001), a symbol is
a visible form of an invisible concept. Meaning that it could be an idea or
mental image of an absent reality. The symbol could be a natural object or
man-made or even an abstract form in the cosmos.
Symbols are visual expressions of a society's culture, its philosophy,
beliefs and history. Some symbols like Adinkra, are rich in proverbial meaning
and often signify the collective wisdom of the tribal group. They can
communicate knowledge, ideas, feelings and values, implying that it is a
language on its own.
“Adinkra” from West Africa are fully defined set of symbols in form
of pictures or images through which the West African culture of “Ashante”
kingdom preserved and conveyed their rich philosophies. Adinkra symbols are
“based on various observations of and associations between humans and
objects they use, flora and fauna scenes, the human body and its parts, and
elements of nature, both geometric and abstract ideas” Arthur (2001).
Semiotics is the philosophical study of signs. Peirce (1931), held that
there are exactly three basic semiotic elements, the sign, object, and
interpretant. Therefore, in an attempt to understand some complex aspects of
a product for example, the relationship between product form and meaning,
the concept of semiotics becomes crucial.
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Through Semiotics, designers realize the fact that our works have no
meaning outside the complex set of factors that define it, so as we create
product-forms we can create meaning even out of complex systems and rules.
As Chandler (2001), asserts, modern or contemporary Semiotics today deals
with meanings are created. This is seen as a shift away from the classification
of sign systems to study. He further stresses that contemporary semiotics are
not only being concerned with communication but also with the construction
and maintenance of reality.
1.3. Statement of the Problem
Unlike the factory of the past that was based on manufacturing zillions
of identical products, the current factory which was the then future of the past,
was expected fully to focus on mass customization of products, that are
tailored upon consumer’s wish. The Economist (2012 April 21). However the
unfortunate fact is that most products on the market today, are increasingly
becoming more identical form-wise just like it was in the past.
Therefore, in an attempt to address the issue of product-form identity,
traditional cultural aspects such as symbols, patterns, among others are seen
as grounds that can offer a special character which can be incorporated into
product form design. The investigator in this project intended to identify a
number of traditional symbols both from West Africa and Korea, make
selection of a few based on their original meaning and popularity, analyze
them, and finally identify product possibilities.
1.4. General Objective
The main aim of this project was to explore the meaning of “Adrinkra”
West African symbols with some few selected Korean symbols, translate and
extract some features, relate with semiotics theories, and later develop a series
of different furniture products carrying symbolic meanings beyond form and
function.
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1.5. Specific Objectives
1. To Explore symbols as one of the components of traditional culture
and heritage and suggest how it can transform into unique productform designs that do resonate with contemporary market.
2. To save a disappearing history and heritage of symbols through
designing products that carry a clear identity with roots in history, but
responding to modernity and trends.
1.6. Research question
1. How can product-form communicate values, elements or stories
beyond what we see as an object (product)
2. Can form design have a basis in a traditional symbolism?
3. How can a rich traditional African cultural identity be integrated in the
current global product design trends?
1.7. Propositions
The study had the following propositions:
1. A clear analysis of traditional Adinkra and Korean symbols can
provide product-form development ideas.
2. Traditional symbols can be a source of inspiration for creating a set of
products with unique identity.
3. There are useful educational and aesthetic values in signs and symbols.
1.8. Relevance of the study
This research project has value for design education, since it is a
contribution to an existing knowledge of using traditional-cultural values and
heritage for design and creation of products. Further, it has value for
globalization. Creating and developing products from an African perspective
based on African history of symbols brings to the world probably a different
feel and flavor in the face of the multiple cultures.
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1.9. Delimitation
1. The study was restricted to ‘meaning behind product forms’, aesthetic
and function.
2. It was also delimited to African Adinkra, some few selected Korean
symbols and patterns alongside the controversial world known
swastika symbol (briefly).
1.10. Limitation
Dealing with Two different broad cultures (Korean and West African)
has got time challenge among others.
1.11. Definition of Terms
Semiotics-

Is the philosophical study of signs, icons, symbols among others.

Philosophy - A particular system of belief, values and principles
Sign -

Something that stands for something else.

Symbol-

A visible form of an invisible concept.

Symbolism - The use of visual images and ordinary objects which represent a
deeper meaning than

the images themselves.

1.12. Order of the text
Chapter two focused on a review of relevant literature in connection to
project i.e. about semiotics, symbols, Design, cultural features, Adinkra and
Korea. Chapter three, methodology, chapter four, Inspirations or mood board,
design projects, visualization and finally chapter five looks at prototype and
construction of the final product up to exhibition stage. The Reference and
bibliography followed the APA style.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Overview
This Chapter covers some of the literature that was reviewed in line
with the project. It was carried out from various authors’ writings, theories and
their findings which include subjects like; semiotics, design, symbols, the
‘Adinkra’ and Korean symbols, among others.
2.2. Symbol
Depending on various authors, there are different definitions and
concepts about symbols. ‘Symbol’ is derived from the Greek word ‘symbolon’,
which means contract, token, insignia and a means of identification. Bevlin
(1963) defines a symbol in a design term as anything that stands for something
else. It is a simplified image that because of certain association in the viewer’s
mind represents a more complex idea or system.
Adinkra (symbols) is a language of its own, by mere facts that it has
ability to communicate through the proverbs, parables among others. “A
translation of thoughts and ideas, expressing and symbolizing the values and
beliefs of the people among whom they occur” Agbo (2011). From generation
to generation, these philosophies and wisdoms where passed on through
symbols, signs, songs, folktales among others.
A symbol becomes meaningful after only when people accord it or
give it a particular meaning. This means that the power of the symbol and its
value depends entirely on the people associated with it. African traditional
symbols were as a result of a need to communicate conserve and pass on the
wisdoms and philosophies in form of proverbs which were visually produced
as pictures, images, patterns, and so on.
The Egyptian hieroglyphics have proven to the world that signs and
symbols were used as the means of communicating all matters that surrounds
humanity. These hieroglyph in form of symbols, geometry, icons and signs
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presented through visual-artistic means extended to all most every part of the
world. From such a background it can be generally maintained that the most
distinctive feature of the human being is the ability to create symbols. They
are around us every time and day, we all see symbols, icons on phones, signage
on road sides.
A symbol, carries two aspects; the meaning and sense, we must
distinguish, therefore between the 'sense' and the 'meaning' of the symbol.
According to Campbell (2013), it seems perfectly clear that all the great and
little symbolical systems of the past functioned simultaneously on three levels
namely: the corporeal of waking consciousness, the spiritual of dream, and the
ineffable of the absolutely unknowable.
2.3.Theory of Signs and Symbols
Overview
This part is intended to portray how semiotics can be utilized in the bid
to understand some aspects of product form design in relation to product
identity basing on symbols and understanding of signs as a language on its
own. Further in this chapter some of the most common aspects, ideas and
concepts in semiotics are brought to discussion to see how they relate to
product design context.
Some complex issues like the relationship or interplay between
meaning and form are also analyzed in this chapter, and how such issues
alongside identity, and other metaphors in product design relate.
This chapter centers a lot and recognizes the works of famous
semiotician like Saussure, Ferdinand, Charles Sanders Peirce’s theory of
semiotics, Daniel Chandler and his work in the book of semiotics –“the basics”
among other semiotic scholars,
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2.4. Semiotics
Everything in life that stands for something else, ranging from symbols,
texts, signs, pictures, words, material culture such as furniture, building,
monuments, and other products that can be taken in as signs are all a concern
to “semiotics studies”
According to Saussure (1967), sign is the main issue in semiotics and
is made up of two aspects namely; the signifier (sound pattern) and the
signified (the concept). And that both sound pattern and concept are purely
psychological.
The Signified (signifié) – the concept it represents
Signifier (Signifiant) – the form that the sign takes

A SIGN

Figure 1. Saussure’s model of the sign

Signified
--------------------------------------

Signifier
Source: Based on Saussure 1967

An example, when we see an area cordoned off with “police crime scene
tape”, it is a signifier for the signified concept of being an area of no trespass or
where something wrong happened .
Figure 2. Chandler, 2001 re-drawn by Researcher 2018

Chandler(20011), summarized Saussure’s model in slightly different way
SIGNIFIER

SIGNIFIED

SIGN

-The object itself
-The object’s form

-Concept or idea

-Symbol or Icon
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2.4.1 Charles Sanders Peirce’s Semiotic model
Unlike Saussure who defined sign as signifier and signified, Pierce
(1963), offered a triadic model. His model of sign of semiotics comprises of
representamen, interpretant and the object respectively. The representamen
being the form which the sign takes, An interpretant or the sense made of the
sign and finally an object or something beyond the sign to which it refers also
known as a referent.
The interaction between these 3 aspects namely; representamen, the
object and the interpretant is what Peirce referred to as ‘semiosis’ .
Figure 3. Peirce’s semiotic triangle

Interpretant
Interpretant

----------------------------------------------------Representamen
Object

2.5.1. Metaphors and product semiotics
Today, where products are rapidly and constantly changing appearance,
the need to integrate the “unknown” in the “well-known” seems to be crucial.
Contemporary products no longer look like they used to, a lot of new products
lack clear formal traditions, so they are hard to be identified or known to most
people. Therefore, since a metaphor in semiotic terms, is something that can
explain the unknown in well-known terms, given the fact that design exists
within interplay between tradition and transcendence, understanding
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metaphors and product semiotics becomes fundamental in product design
processes.
To the majority, the unknown traditional symbols in this case may be
adopted to inform the designing of product-forms. In product semiotics, once
such a symbol, icon or sign becomes identifiable with a particular product in
question, it becomes a characteristic sign of such product. Hjelm (2002).
Designed product may carry multiple levels of meanings depending on
various circumstances. These meanings make the designed objects metaphors
in their own right, in the sense that an individual interprets the designed objects
to have significance beyond itself. In such a case, symbolic meaning can help
translates a designed object to levels of importance that can amplify its value.
A seat that has symbolic meaning may capture some local cultural value(s)
whiles portraying those in line with globalization Clement (2011).
2.5.2. How to create meaning (in physical form-design)
When attempting to discuss meaning and product design, we directly
tackle the fundamental design oppositions between Physical form and content.
As the great philosopher Plato maintained that form is simply a creative force
that results into a soulless mater, but the idea or concept is always superior to
the real world object. To feel and experience a product was to see through it
to the thought within. Today when we mention form, we mean the material or
the physical aspect of an object contrary to Plato’s argument that the was the
immaterial or what is intangible matters most. Hjelm (2002).
In an attempt to grasp the concept of meaning and semiotics with
product design, one has to refer to the components of a sign as a: signifier and
signified, and also the two basic concepts of semiotics which are denotation
and connotation. The signifier is the tangible or physical form of an object;
what we see, touch and smell in the objective and shared reality whereas, the
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signified is the content, the meaning of the object; what we experience, think
and feel when we interact with the products, and sometimes this is intangible.
Denotation relates to the literal, actual meaning of the sign. In other
words, what the product is (that particular designed object)?, i.e. table, chair
etc. Connotation is how you do it in relation to what you want to communicate
through that particular object, the choice of media, materials, colors, elements
among others. All these have to be well thought of during design process to
create meaning.
Designing self-evident products in terms of identity, is a question of
designers realizing what should be the connotations of such products and
being part of the prototype and construction cycle right from the start. The
knowledge to inform our design-forms for example such knowledge found in
symbolism but, the challenge is of how to integrate it in the design process.
As Hjelm (2002) further asserts, between two chairs first made by Bruno
Mattson1934 and the second by Jonas Bohlin 1987, the denotation is similar,
they are both chairs made by Swedish designers. But the connotation is totally
different .
Figure 4. Bruno Mattson and Jonas Bohlin chairs

Notes: Similar denotation and very different connotation. Bruno Mattson, Eva, 1934 and
Jonas Bohlin, Concrete, 1987
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Connotation-wise, if we analyze what informs the difference in form
and shape between these two seats, Bruno Mattson’s chair portrays the new
dreams of the Swedish social democratic vision of a “peoples home” A
modern political idea that were more “humanistic” and “supportive” to the
“body” of the Swedish people by then Hjelm (2002). On other hand, Jonas
Bohlin’s chair communicates un-comfort and form-wise un humanistic. This
was designed at a time when the Swedish social democratic visions where
falling apart.
2.6. Society as sign users
A society is a set of individuals, subscribing to same agreed set of
norms, processes. Society’s structure is dictated by the groups of individuals
who are regularly connected by sign processes. Such groups of persons are
what we normally refer to as “communities” or “institutions”. Posner (2004).
Every society is culturally rich and unique in its own way in terms of
all structures i.e. materials, wisdoms, and language, among others. Alexander
and Seidmann (1990), Asserts that every society develops its own material and
mental culture and that the geographical boundaries are sometimes useless.
Individuals from one society can be accepted within the social context of
another society and bring with them their artifacts, ideas, values, languages,
signs and symbols.
2.6.1. Cultural semiotics
Cultural Semiotics is that part (subdiscipline) of semiotics that
considers culture as its core subject. In an attempt to understand and describe
some kinds of sign systems in societies as symbolic forms, cultural semiotics
has to be used. Cassirer (1965), maintains that cultural semiotics deals with
two tasks: First, the study of sign systems in a culture, and secondly, the study
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of cultures as a sign systems putting into account all the desirable and un
desirable experiences a person goes through in belonging to a certain culture.
2.6.2. Semiotic model of product design concept
Product design may be informed by the three semiotic levels as argued
by Morris (1938). Semiotics has three separate dimensions, namely; pragmatic,
semantic and syntactic. Pragmatic level has to do with the relation of signs to
those who use these signs. The semantic level concerns the relation of signs to
their sense, and lastly the syntactic level concerns the formal relation of signs
among themselves. Therefore, in the context of product design, these three
levels can be seen as why the product exists? (Pragmatic level), How the
product is made?, What people think about the product?, and the relation
between the meaning behind form or design of the product to a person using
that particular product.
To further understand how these 3 dimensions in context relate to the
product design concept, Grilo (2017), created a theoretical proposal. He claims
that the pragmatic level relates to the product strategy. The semantic level
entails the meanings of the user and stakeholder’s perceptions towards the
product. Lastly, at syntactic level, the product structure and components
including the technologies involved, and functional interactions are explained.
Through his proposal, the last level corresponds to the ‘form’ (syntax) of
product. He further stresses that all these three semiotics levels work as design
layers that interact each other, in iterations.
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Figure 5. Semiotics Levels

Semiotic Design
layers
Design concept
layers

Semiotic Levels

Pragmatic
level

Product
strategy

Semantic
level

User
perception

Product
configurati
on

Syntactic
level

Notes: proposed by Grilo (2017) Head of Design, Informatics Super intendancy Federal
University of Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil. Redrawn by researcher, September 2018

2.7. Cultural objects and design features
Utilizing traditional symbols as one of the elements or features of traditional
culture, can serve as a basis to create product-forms which are distinct in
identity, and also that do carry a sense of cultural value turning the product to
be unique and probably competitive in. As Lin (2007), portrays “Culture plays
an important role in the field of design, and cross-cultural design will become
a key point in design evaluation in the future. Designing culture into products
will become a design trend in the global market…”
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According to Lee (2004), three multiple layers cultural structure was
suggested, these includes the layers representing artifacts, values, and basic
assumptions. These layers are identified by key design attributes, including
attributes that reflect function, aesthetics, and symbols.
Furthermore, Leong and clack (2003) designed a framework of
analyzing cultural objects that are classified by three levels, namely: the outer
tangible level, the mid behavioral level and the inner intangible levels
respectively. At any of these different levels, again other design features can
be observed, for example: the first level (inner) contains such as emotions,
feelings, stories and cultural futures. The second level (mid) deals with
function, usability, ergonomics, safety and other operational concerns. Lastly
is the outer level that concerns with colors, texture, form, decoration, shape
surfaces, patterns, lines, among other elements.
Figure 6. Cultural objects and design features(layers and levels)
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At the behavioral design level, the usability, or the performance and
function of the cultural object is the major concern. However, nowadays
consumers not only require functional and ergonomic products, but those that
go further to stimulates emotional pleasure, which is the third level of cultural
design feature known as reflective design.
Norman (2004), shows that visceral design deals with the appearance
of cultural objects, and focuses on how to transform features like textures,
forms, patterns among others into a new product.
Figure 7. Salt and pepper shakers

Note: Salt and pepper shakers in the form of angel and devil, designed to represent
social symbols Designed by Yar Rassadin for the company Koziol.

2.8. Adinkra Symbols
2.8.1. Origin
The Adinkra also means ‘goodbye’ or ‘farewell’ are symbols believed
to have their origin from Gyaman, a former kingdom in today’s Côte D’Ivoire.
According to an Asante (Ghana) legend Adinkra was the name of a king of the
Gyaman (Nana Kofi Adinkra). Adinkra was defeated and captured in a battle
by the Asante for having copied the “Golden Stool”, which represents for them
absolute power and tribal cohesion. He was finally killed and his territory
annexed to the king.
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Figure 8. Adinkra symbols
Symbol’s local name

Symbolic meaning

Literal meaning

Greatness and Royalty
charisma and
leadership

Adinkra King.
Chief of all the Adinkra

Adinkrahene
-Reconciliation
-Peacemaking

Reconciliation knot z

Mpatapo

Peace

Calmness
Adwo

Proverbial expression

This symbol is said to
have played an
inspiring role in the
designing of other
symbols. it signifies the
importance of playing a
leadership role.
Mpatapo represents
the bond or knot that
binds parties in a
dispute to a peaceful,
harmonious
reconciliation

When the king has good
counselors, then he will
have a peaceful reign.

Faithfulness
Alertness
Dutifulness
Agyinduwura
Gallantry
Valor
Bravery

ceremonial sword.

Akofena
greatness of the sun

symbol of vitality and
renewal

Owia kokroko
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The great warrior always
has a royal sword of rest
even when he retires

Call to arms Readiness
and preparedness for
action or battle.

War Horn

The sound of Ako-ben is
a battle cry.

Parenthood Care.
Tenderness.
Protection, admonition
is not to harm the child

The hen’s feet

The hen treads upon its
chicks but it does not
intend to kill them

Divinity of the earth

The earth has weight.

This symbol represents
the importance of the
Earth in sustaining life.

The fern

The fern is a hardy plant
that can grow in difficult
places. “An individual
who wears this symbol
suggests that he has
endurance

Hope. Reliance on
God for inspiration.

There is something in
the heavens

God, there is something
in heaven, let it get to me.

Feminine virtue.
Everlasting love.

Wooden comb

Concealment Humility,
Strength ,Wisdom &
learning

Ram’s horn

Slavery Equality Law &
Justice

Handcuffs

Akoben

Akoko nan

Asase ye duru

Providence
Power/Authority Wealth
Might
symbol of endurance
and resourcefulness

Aya

Biribi wo soro

Duafe

Dwannimmen

The ram will fight fiercely
against an adversary, but it also
submits humbly to slaughter,
emphasizing that even the
strong need to be humble.

Epa
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It is the heart and not
the horns that leads a
ram to bully.

You are a slave to the
one whose handcuffs
you are wearing.

The teeth and the
tongue.

Friendshipinterdependence
Advancement progress
Strength in unity.

Jealousy
Envy

Fofoo plant ( a yellow
flowered plant)

The Fofoo plant’s wish is
that the gyinantwi seeds
should turn black.

Democracy and oneness
irrespective of cultural
differences.
symbol of democracy
and unity

Siamese twin crocodiles
joined at the stomach.

They share one stomach
and yet they fight for
getting food.

Except God.
symbol of the
supremacy of God

the most popular for
use in decoration, a
reflection on the deeply
religious character of
the Ghanaian people

Sanctity, Pure in heart.

Sanctity, like cats,
abhors filth.

Ese ne tekrema

Fofoo

Funtumfunafu denkyem
funafu/ Funntunmireku

Fearlessness

Gyawu atiko

Omnipotence and
immortality of God

Gye Nyame
Excellence Superior
quality
Hwemudua
Sanctity Purity.

Krapa (Musuyidie)
Warning against hypocrisy The Bad

Kramo bone
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We cannot tell the good
from the bad because of
pretence and hypocrisy

leadership

Hair of the hero
Kwatakye

Readiness to Serve

Hair of the Queen’s
servant

Knowledge Wisdom

I have heard and kept it.

Deep wisdom comes
out of listening and
keeping what is heard.

Prudence

The crocodile.

The crocodile lives in
water but does breathe
air and not water.

Kwatakye- atiko

Nkontim

Ntesie - Mate masie

symbol of adaptability
Odenkyem.

State Chieftaincy

The king’s stool

The king’s gun. Defender
and protector of the
king.

Superiority/Greatness

Creativity

The builder

Readiness/
Preparedness

Readiness

Ohene adwa

Ohene tuo

Osidan

Pempamsie
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That which will not
overcome

You can always correct
your mistakes.

Return and get it.
Learning from the past.

Using past experiences
Sankofa (alternate version) to build the future.

It is not a taboo to
return to fetch
something you forgot
earlier on.

symbol of independence, independence
freedom, emancipation

Independence comes
with its responsibilities

symbol of love,
faithfulness, harmony

This symbol reflects the
harmony that exists in
the bonding between a
man and a woman.

Fawohodie
The Moon and the Star

Osram ne nsoromma
the symbol of energy

Ahoden
Source: W illis, The Adinkra Dictionary

2.8.2. Some elements, rules and principles of African design
•

Functional and aesthetical

•

Highly decorative and ornamental

•

Symbolic with special meaning, not only seeing for example a chair
but a lot of messages beyond the function of sitting on the chair. I.e.
special chair for elders or spirits/ gods

•

Highly Cultural and philosophical (Passing on Wisdom)

•

Some are detailed in designs, with intricate features

•

Very Colorful and sharp

•

Distinct and inviting

•

Purely identical, one can easily tell that the design is African

•

Most compositions are made from nature, myths and others.
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Figure 9. African Pattern and Adobe architecture, with patterns

Pattern styles and motifs change from culture to culture, providing
insight into personal style and culturally specific aesthetics.
2.9.4. Symbolic Adrinkra Asante ceremonial Stool with applied patterns
Figure 10. Adinkra Asante stool

2.9.5. Symbols and body (scarification) in Africa
Figure 11. Symbols and body (scarification)

Some tribes in certain regions of Africa, ( Congo, Dinka people of
Sudan, the Karamojong of North-Eastern Uganda, Masai of Kenya and other
parts of west Africa have "markings" as a sign for identification or belonging
to a specific tribe or ethnic group. (Body symbol markings).
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2.9. Korean symbols
Korean history of symbolism, rotates majorly around Taoism,
Buddhism and shamanism, the eight (8) Marks about truths of nature and life
also known as “palg wae” in Korean. Further, one cannot discuss Korean
history in isolation of the three Kingdoms Period namely; Kokuryo, Backje,
Shila, Unity Shila Period, Goryeo period and the

Joseon dynasty

period .(NAVER, DooSan encyclopedia 2018).
During the Three Kingdoms Period, Korean traditional patterns
generally involved Buddhism tendency, with some effect of Confucianism and
Taoism.
Kokuryo, Backje, Shila period was influenced by Chinese culture and
Buddhist art, and all these three kingdom were in same culture area.
Unity Shila Period existed around mid-7th Century, Shila unified the three
Kingdoms and made new culture, and Buddhism art especially flourished in
this period.
Goryeo period: Buddhism art largely was developed and Goryeo patterns
tended to be fancy.
Joseon dynasty period: symbolic Korean letter pattern was developed by
king Sejong during this period.
2.9.1. Korea and color symbolism
In Korea, just like any other parts of the world, color is associated with
various connotations. Red color is associated with fire, color yellow
represents earth, black with water, white color is associated with metal, green
and blue colors are related to wood.
Colors in Korea further explains other aspects of life including weather
and season, directions among others. Concerning seasons, white color
represents autumn whereas color black for winter, green color is associated
with spring probably because of the fact that plants start to produce leaves and
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recovering from winter during that season, color red stands for summer, which
is always hot and burning and lastly yellow color for late summer.
The Buddhist Swastika
Much as some other parts of the world including Africa had some
similar swastika symbols, ancient swastika is originally linked to the Indian
Buddhism and believed to have gone to Korean peninsula, through china. The
Buddhist symbol of the swastika represents an auspicious sign in Buddhism
and is an used as a symbol of divinity and spirituality prosperity and good luck.
Figure 12. Swastika symbol seen on a temple in South Korea

Double Hee (Happiness for Husband and Wife)
In most parts of East Asia, including Korea, most traditional wedding
ceremonies are always decorated with the double “Hee” symbol. This symbol
through a combination of male and female energies (yin and yang) expresses
the wishes of happy marriage for both husband and wife.
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Figure 13. Double Hee: Happiness for Husband and Wife

Pujok symbol
Known as a symbol for good luck and protection This talisman
comes in two types. one acts as a good luck charm, and the other works to
protect from evil and bad luck. The pujok symbol commonly has a yellow
background with red symbols or characters
Figure 14. Pujok: Good Luck, Protection

The Dancheong:
These are brightly colored patterns and decorations known as
dancheon, were designed on the walls, ceilings, support pillars, temple
buildings, caves among others. These are a combination of very brilliant colors
based on the dual principles and elements of western philosophies.
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Figure 15. Brightly colored patterns of danch'eong

2.9.2. The Eight (8) Marks about Truths of Nature and life
Korean history is deeply rooted in Chinese culture, and these marks
can be traced back to the period of a Chinese King known as Bokhee. These 8
characters in form of geometric symbols were believed to explain all natural
phenomena is believed and according to legend, he created eight marks after
observing the nature of sky, geography, and natural laws.
Figure 16. The 8 Marks (p'al kwai)
Name
Keonkwai

Symbolism
Positive

Nature
Sky

Animal
Horse

Body
Head

Family
Father

T'aekwai

Negative

Pond

Sheep

Mouth

Youngest
daughter

Ikwai

Negative

Fire

Pheasant

Eye

Middle
daughter

Jinkwai

Positive

Thunder

Dragon

Foot

Oldest son
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Shape

Name

Symbolism

Nature

Animal

Body

Family

Sonkwai

Negative

Wind

Chicken

Leg

Oldest
daughter

Kamkwai

Positive

Water

Pig

Ear

Middle
son

Kankwai

Positive

Mountain

Dog

Hand

Youngest
son

Konkwai

Negative

Earth

Cow

Stomach

Mother

2.9.3. More Korean symbols and patterns

Figure 17. Korean Symbols

Source: Korean friendship Bell art work, 2014/04/28
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Shape

2.9.6. Some other famous symbols around the world
Figure 18. The Yin-Yang symbol

Figure 19. The swastika

The Yin-Yang symbol is deeply rooted in Chinese philosophy and a key
element in the Taoist religion in China.
The swastika: best described as a cross in which the arms have been bent at
right angles a 'hooked cross'. As a geometric shape, it is an irregular icosagon
2.9.7. The swastika
From the Volta to the Congo to the Nile, from scarification to gold
weights to hieroglyphics, the swastika has been used throughout Africa and in
other parts of the world for a long time.
Figure 20. The swastikas

Rock hewn churches of Lalibela, Ethiopia

Goa Lawah Hindu temple in Bali, Indonesia

The Laguna Bridge in Yuma, Arizona, was built
in 1905, and decorated with a row of swastikas
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Entrance to the Carlsberg brewery
Copenhagen, designed in 1901

CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
3.1. Overview
This chapter explains a methodology the researcher employed, which
includes the systematic application of research and design tools right from
conceptual level up to obtaining the necessary results (prototype level) as per
set objectives. Furthermore, the chapter entails the summary of the process
undertaken during the whole design process, including some specific design
key aspects that were considered.
3.2. Research design
This project was based on two different research approaches: the case
study research method or approach and the participatory design approach. The
researcher benchmarked (Rung-Tai Lin, 2007) case study based on Norman
(2004) cross-cultural design model. This is a holistic method through which
the series of various furniture products design was based. The objective was
to realize the issues surrounding the traditional symbols as part of socialculture and how these can inform the process of developing independent
meaningful unique forms of several furniture products.
In this project the designer/researcher was informed by factual
information, theories and design principles, that resulted into developing own
insight which

finally led to creativity, innovation and artfulness while

semiotic-wise executing furniture products designing.
3.2.1. Strengths of research approaches used
Through participatory design approach or method lab-mates facilitated
as co- designers during the design development process, this democratic
approach helped the project to meet the project aspirations or expectations
since they stepped in both categories; as designers and at the same time as
implied users to provide a great critique of the project.
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3.3. Library Research Activities
In carrying out the research project, required information about
semiotics, symbols and signs, was accessed through SNU libraries, whereas
where necessary, demanding-deep issues concerning Adinkra and Korean
symbols was sourced from public inquiry of indigenous Ghanaian and Korean
friends. Further the research sought information using Online open libraries,
and Desk top means.
3.4. Research tasks
The Researcher identified several Adinkra symbols and some few
Korean traditional symbols , made a selection basing on their popularity, rank
and philosophical meaning, explored and analyzed selected symbols, related
these symbols to semiotics theory in socio-cultural contexts. Later, identified
product possibilities based on symbol’s meaning or some extracted features.
Later proposed a series of furniture products including tables, stool, chairs,
visualized the concepts, which transformed later into computer aided models
(3D) and simulations. Finally, a yin yang coffee table was developed and
prototyped (design construction) upon supervisor’s approval.
3.5. Population for the study (targeted users)
The audience was classified between those who can directly relate
with the meaning of the symbols (those who subscribe to cultures that do
associate with those particular symbols used) and a group that has no prior
knowledge, neither connection with selected symbols but are interested in the
aesthetics of the product results, and probably the uniqueness of their forms.
Though the immediate target was simple homes, families, or friends' homes
where people interact, The overall target would be anyone in global market.
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3.6. Summary of the process from symbols to products
Figure 21. Summary of the process developed by researcher 2018
Design Approach

Research
At Conceptual
level level
Creation of style
Design Philosophy
( in the long run)

Develop New meaning
based on the original
symbol meaning

DESIGN
LANGUAGE

TRANSLATE

SYMBOL
S

PRODUCT
DESIGN
Creation of new
Design

-Analysis, translate and
-Study the symbols

Form Design Based on Traditional Cultural Heritage

Culture
TT
-Specific
culture

Adinkra African
culture

Cultural
features

Symbols
Patterns, icons
etc.

At Research
Levellevel
At Conceptual

Designer

-Why symbols?
-Issues about symbols
-How different from others dealing With
these Adinkra symbols

Design
Elements

-Shape/form
-Color pallet
-Composition
-materials

Market/
people

Contemporary
features
And other
elements
Target audience
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New
Proposed
product

Acceptance

3.7.1. Key Aspects that were Considered by the project
4.4.1 Symbolic association
Besides aesthetics, the project results had to be seen holding some
socially determined symbolic meaning and seen as evoking one’s thoughts in
terms of form uniqueness.
3.7.2. The social value of products
Products design results were expected to communicate unique identity. The
objects had to reflect who the designer was in terms of identity in relation to
product forms but also not putting him in total isolation from the current
contemporary design trends.
3.7.3. Design for symbolic association
Through decoding the common features, values and meaning that exist
within selected traditional cultural symbols, and reproducing them into forms
that embody the appropriate symbolic meaning, the designer/researcher from
the start of the process, collected some inspiring projects as mood board. The
selected images clearly had to communicate the life style mood and themes
that meet the contemporary setting. These included; Aalto’s works, Zaha
Hadid and some African designers among others.
3.7.4. Symbolic–aesthetic interaction Connections and Semantic–
symbolic interaction
Products were expected to have some clear distinction between the
symbolic values but also with a high sense of functionality/utilitarian which is
the semantic interpretation. Therefore the semantic expression interpretation
in this project was to define, create, or give character to these furniture
products.
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3.7.5. Aesthetic–semantic interaction
The judgements surrounding the designed products’ visual appeal were left
open to the target audience, since some designs make sense to some and viceversa. However, to narrow the gap of project results rejection, a series of
various material, colors, layout/composition and other elements, were
continuously altered, to have different feel of results from the same projects,
in order to suit different tastes. That is to say; in some cases more than two
designs were developed using the same symbol, in other cases different
materials were assigned to come up with a variety of tastes.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DESIGN PROJECTS
4.1. Some of the design products designed based on symbols
Figure 22. Sun Ja Mun Helmet

Korean designers Kim Jungwoo, Kim Yoonsang and Park Eunsug found that the dramatic
Sun Ja Mun pattern, a symbol for love, living and luck, was well suited to the cut-out design
of a bike helmet, and also appealed to the bike rider’s philosophy of life.

Figure 23. Hwemedua Side Table

The side table is inspired by the '' Adinkra symbol, and the stool is by
Gye nyame", Adinkra symbol meaning "except for what God allows to happen.
However, it was direct application of the symbols, rather than translating the
meaning or others features of the symbols.
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Figure 24. Cross chairs

The cross chair, inspired by the Christian
cross symbol

Furniture Hans Wegner Valet Chair

4.1.1. Some inspiration furniture products (Visual references)
Figure 25. Some inspiration furniture products

Crest chaise by Zaha Hadid

Thomas Feichtner; carbon chair.

Zaha Hadid’s Manta Ray bench

Carbon chair by master elements designers.
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Other selected works comes from Alvis Aalto, the finish designer and
architect, because of his style which has stood the test of time. He formed part
of the so-called Modern Movement, a set of tendencies which emerged at the
beginning of the 20th century, which represented a breakaway from traditional
architecture and design in terms of the configuration of spaces, compositional
forms and aesthetics.

Figure 26. Paimio Armchair

The Paimio Armchair, originally designed for the Paimio Sanatorium in 1932 and made in
close collaboration with the resident doctors, revealed a way of easing the suffering of
patients with breathing problems.
Artek’s Stool E60, designed by Alvar Aalto, is one of the icons of Finnish furniture design.
Aalto stool is still today a beautiful, genius product, whose simple shape will always be
modern.
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4.1.2. Some African Designed furniture inspirations
The researcher added some few African deigns from different
designers to the inspiration board list.
Figure 27. African Designed furniture inspirations

Adiskidan Ambaye. Flaunting and navigating
between color, texture, balance and symmetry;
through each piece she blends Ethiopian and
contemporary furniture styles to create innovative
and classic works.

Tekura: Through their innovative and
conceptual designs, Tekura’s ambitions
include revolutionizing design in Ghana and
changing the perception about Africa

Jomo’s designs are influenced by African hand-carvings, stools, architecture, motifs,
iconography, scarifications, body paints etc. His chair design is the expression of these
diverse African themes.
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4.2. Identification of symbols for Design projects
Figure 28. Project-Selected symbols
Symbol’s local name

Symbolic meaning

Literal meaning

Greatness and Royalty
charisma and
leadership

Adinkra King.
Chief of all the Adinkra

Ahoden, the symbol for

Adinkrahene
-Reconciliation
-Peacemaking

Proverbial expression

This symbol is said to
have played an
inspiring role in the
energy
designing of other
symbols. it signifies the
importance of playing a
leadership role.

Reconciliation knot z

Mpatapo

Mpatapo represents
the bond or knot that
binds parties in a
dispute to a peaceful,
harmonious
reconciliation

Ahoden, the symbol for energy

4.2.1. Reason for picking these particular symbols
In relation to design, besides the meaning and popularity of these
symbols, their simplicity gave the researcher/ designer an opportunity to easily
relate with them.
4.2.2. Identification of product possibilities
Below are listed contexts for products and product possibilities that have
come up based on the meanings and socio-cultural contexts. For example, the
energy symbol does reflect, need to get motivation, probably after a long fight
in battles as it was in the past. So it can inform a seat when a person is tired
from work, or has little energy and need a rest, or to rekindle.
•

Product suggestions included; Backrest chairs.

•

Book shelf.

•

Any other Furniture for use at home, public spaces, among others.
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4.3. The Safe Bar/ kitchen dining Stool project
Basing on the “Adinkra” symbol of greatness (which is in a coil form),
a unique stool-chair was created by extracting the coil from the 2D symbol to
serve as a top for the stool. It has a safe part where one can keep simple hand
bag of pass while enjoying a drink at the bar counter, and with a personal
digital lock, it is safer to keep your small belongings with no worrying of
losing your stuff after putting down a few bottles of beer.
Figure 29. Bar/ kitchen Stool project Visualization
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4.3.1. 3D renders and application to home-environment
Figure 30. 3D renders

Application of the stool in the modern dining environment
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4.3.2. The Basket Stool
Figure 31. Basket Stool

3D Renders done in Cinema 4D

This project was basically representing the sign of greatness, by using
the spiral/coil sign of “greatness” in a very natural way but retaining the
simplicity aspect. This is the sign of the chief, so the connotation here is that
all powers comes from one center and spread towards the rest of the other parts.
Stool chairs are mostly meant to be used during short/hasty stays and
in cozy environments as opposed to sofas and other seats. Therefore the issue
of comfort was not highly considered, however one can use a cushion, pillow
or sponge to enhance. So the major emphasis in the project, was about
uniqueness and minimalism or simplicity.
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4.4. The Spiral Stool
Figure 32. Greatness and Reconciliation symbols

The spiral stool project, wanted to achieve the “meaning” after a
combination of two different symbols. What is the results of reconciling with
someone apart from feeling a sense of greatness?
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4.5. The Energy-table project
Figure 33. Table based on Energy symbol (ahoden)

The project intended to communicate Energy in form of movement,
freedom of flowing with a high sense of simplicity.
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Other suggestions of the design based on the same symbol and meaning.’

Application of the design in the living room
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4.6. “Mwami Akoye” (Exhausted Dad)
Figure 34. Chairs based on Energy symbol

This project based on the concept that Parents, need respect, and
therefore, they have some special chairs or seats in the homes. Much as most
seats are shared, that special dad’s seat is only for him as long as he is not dead.
This is common in African communities

Still based on the same meaning, it is the feminine version, with a
lighter volume,
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4.7. Korean based symbols Projects
Figure 35. The yin yang chair

Extracting a feature of the yin or yang to inspire a chair form
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4.8. Nkyinkyim symbol (Twisted chair project)
Depicts the twists and turns in the journey of life. Based on the tortuous
nature of life’s journey. The proverb associated with this symbol is “Ɔbra
kwan yɛ nkyinkyimii,” which literally means “Life’s journey is twisted.”
Figure 36. Twisted chair

This Chair symbolizes how hard life is with some points unbalanced
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CHAPTER FIVE: FINAL PROTOTYPE
5.1. The yin yang coffee table
Since the paper dealt with both Korean and West African symbols, The
final prototyped project was based on the famous yin yang Korean Symbol.
The Aim was to create a unique functional interior product-form (low-coffee
table) based on the yin yang.
5.2. Material Research

Material Elements
Material Elements
Composite material
•
•
•
•

Fiberglass mat
Fiberglass cloth
Carbon fiber
A mixture of Resins and fixatives

Carbon fiber

Fiberglass cloth

Several components of composite materials including fiberglass,
carbon and resins were manually put together to create a stronger product.
Why composite material?
• 5 times lighter than steel of same dimensions
• Extremely stronger
• 5 times than steel
• Don’t rust or corrosion
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5.3. Color Research

Colour Elements

Colour
Elements
Color Pallet and the mood
board.

Based on some of
the meanings of
“Yin Yang symbol”
Night and day or
light and darkness,
positive
and
negative etc. The
project took white
against black (in
shades) as a color
theme.
Final product and the achieved color pallet.
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Based on some of the
meanings of “Yin
Yang symbol” Night
and day or light and
darkness, positive
and negative etc.
The project took
white against black
(in shades) as a color
theme.

5.4. Manual Fabrication process

PROTOTY PING

Process

This project, completely took a manual fabrication method. Started

Process
with
traditional clay modeling in order to create a split mold that later was
used to produce the final prototypes

Clay model and Laying the Carbon fiber cloth
Over 5 layers of resin application, each
after the curing of the previous and after
sanding. the last thin layer provided option of
sanding it off and do the buffing.

Over 5 layers of resin application, each after the
curing of the previous and after sanding. the last thin
layer provided option of sanding it off and do the
buffing.

Before carbon fiber

After laying carbon
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Sanding

5.5. Final Product and Exhibition Process

Final prototype is meant to serve as an
interior design item ,this can serve as a
small coffee table or a seat.
The purpose was to achieve a unique form based on the yin yang symbol.
Final prototype is meant to serve as an
interior design item ,this can serve as a
small coffee table or a seat.

Display-scales and lay out(3D)

Actual Final Exhibition MOA (SNU)

Display lay-out in 3D (proposal stage)

One of Product-Functionality Possibilities
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요 약 (국문 초록)

전통적 상징에 기반한 기호학적 접근의
제품 조형 창작
루켄개 캄야 리차드
서울대학교 대학원
디자인학부 공업디자인전공

오늘날의 글로벌 시장에서 대부분의 디자인 제품은 이전에 비해
형식이 점점 더 동일 해지고 있다. 또한 시장에 나와 있는 브랜드
로고를 자세히 들여다 보지 않으면 일부 제품 라인의 차이점을 알기가
매우 어려워지고 있다. 증가하는 제품의 정체성 손실에 대응하기
위해서 전통 문화적 측면을 상징하는 기호, 패턴 등을

제품 디자인에

통합하는 것은 독창적인 제품의 정체성을 제공 할 수 있다.
본 연구의 목적은 “Adrinkra" 서 아프리카 기호와 함께 일부
한국어 기호의 의미를 탐구하고, 특징을 추출하여 현대 소비자의
요구를 충족 시키는 제품 디자인으로 변환 할 수 있는 방법을 분석하고
제안하는 것 이다.
따라서 본 연구는 원래의 의미를 강화하거나 이러한 전통적
문화 상징에서 새로운 의미를 창조함으로써 현재의 글로벌 디자인
요구에 부응 하면서도 역사와 유산을 보존 할 수 있는 정체성을
구축하는 것에 목적을 두었고, 동시대 뿐만 아니라 심층적인 문화적
의미를 담고 있는 특수한 언어의 디자인으로 귀결 될 수 있는 방법을
보여 주려고 시도했다.
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본 연구는 전통적인 기호를 기반으로 일련의 가구 제품을 구현
하는데 에 중점을 두었다. 이를 위해 의미와 인지도에 따라 “Adinkra"
기호와 한국어 기호 일부를 선택 하였고 제품의 설계 가능성을
확인하기 위해 상징적 및 문자적 의미, 속담 표현 및 사회 문화적
맥락을 조사했다. 선택 후 기호학 이론 및 제품 형식 설계에 대한
명확한 분석을 기반으로 다양한 가구 제품 세트가 CAD 프로그램을
통해 구현 되었다.
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